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Distinguished Faculty and Staff Awards

School of Applied Sciences - Thomas A. Crowe Award

- JEREMY PAUL LOENNEKE - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2017)
- PAUL DINNEEN LOPRINZI - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2016)
- JEREMY PAUL LOENNEKE - ASSISTANT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2015)
- JOHN C GARNER - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2014)
- JOHN C GARNER - ADJUNCT PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2013)
- SCOTT G OWENS - PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE AND RECREATION MANAGEMENT (2007)

Staff Council Award - EEO1

- LINDA F CHITWOOD - ASSOCIATE PROVOST EMERITA FOR OUTREACH AND CONTINUING STUDIES, DEAN EMERITA, AND PROFESSOR EMERITA OF EXERCISE SCIENCE (2015)

- AUBREY D BOLEN - STAFF ASSISTANT (0)

School of Engineering, Faculty Service Award

- DWIGHT ERNEST WADDELL - ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF ELECTRICAL ENGINEERING, ACADEMIC PROGRAM DIRECTOR OF BIOMEDICAL ENGINEERING, AND RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR OF HEALTH, EXERCISE SCIENCE & RECREATIONAL MANAGEMENT (2017)